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SPLATTERBUGS AND SNEAKY CATS INVADE GLOBAL PET EXPO

Burlington, Vermont, February 14, 2018 - FUZZU announces two new creative toy lines to be 
debuted at the 2018 Global Pet Expo’s Trade Show.  Featured in the New Product Showcase, 
Splatterbugs cat toys and That Sneaky Cat! dog toys bring something new and refreshing—humor 
and unique design—to the pet industry.

What happens when the packaging is as much fun as the product? FUZZU’s colorful toys enter-
tain while the packaging offers amusing storytelling and illustration. 

Splatterbugs cat toys — The story goes…They morphed in a dark corner of Bob’s science lab af-
ter flitting through a toxic spill…Viola! Freaky fruit flies at their finest ..with organic catnip of course.  
Splatterbugs cat toys retail for $3.99. 

That Sneaky Cat! dog toys — Most dogs love a little kitty-chasing action when the opportunity 
arises.  FUZZU’s three irresistibly squeaky, sneaker-clad cats are perfect to chase, toss, flip and 
snuggle. That Sneaky Cat! dog toys are available in medium size (retails at $14.99) and large size 
(retails at $29.99).

The FUZZU team brings together over 25 years of design, illustration and marketing from various 
creative fields, offering a colorfully entertaining approach to pet product design.
The unique alchemy of FUZZU’s engaging wit combines with their knowledge of how cats and 
dogs play to delight both pets and their people. 

Visit FUZZU at Booth #6254 at the 2018 Global Pet Expo to see Splatterbugs cat toys and That 
Sneaky Cat! dog toys, as well as all of FUZZU’s playful toy lines…And don’t forget to check out 
the packaging.

For more information about all of FUZZU’s cat and dog toy lines contact Anne Lika at 802-497-
1817. Email anne@fuzzutoys.com.  Visit website at fuzzutoys.com.
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